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Chorus
SOLID GOLD! HEWN OUT OF THE MOUNTAIN
SHINING LIKE THE NOONDAY SUN, LOVELY TO BEHOLD
SOLID GOLD! SEPARATED BY THE FIRE AND THE WATER
POLISHED BY THE FATHER’S HANDS
SOLID GOLD! SOLID GOLD!

Verse 1
STONES UNCOVERED THAT’S NEVER BEEN DISCOVERED
ARE JUST LIKE ALL THE OTHERS DORMANT WHERE THEY LAY
TREASURES SOMETIMES HIDDEN IN THE LOST MINDS
NO ONE SEES THE BEAUTY TILL THE DUST IS WASHED AWAY

Repeat Chorus

Verse 2
NO ONE SEARCHES AMONG THE STONES THAT’S WORTHLESS
BUT JUST BENEATH THE SURFACE TREASURES LIE ASLEEP
HIGH ON THE MOUNTAIN JESUS SOUGHT AND FOUND ME
SEEING PAST THE RUIN KNOWING WHAT I SOON COULD BE

Bridge
SOLID GOLD! IT’S NO CHEAP IMITATION
SOLID GOLD! SO RARE ONE WOULD DIE FOR
SOLID GOLD! POLISHED AND IT’S CUT TO PERFECTION
SOLID GOLD! TWENTY FOUR CARAT SHINING GOLD

Repeat Chorus
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